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ABSTRACT 

Based on iconography and trade patterns, Egyptians first outfitted their vessels with sails during the beginning of the Naqada Ile Period. As a 

result, the Nile became such an important trade network that settlements moved from the desert fringes to the Nile floodplain. Sailboats may 

also have been the primary catalyst far the spread ojNaqada culture into Lower Egypt and an intensification of relations with Lower Nubia. 

Eventually, ships sailing to Punt on the Red Sea probably led to the extinction of the Late A-Group culture. 

he Nile is often seen as a "perfect waterway" because 

vessels can float downstream for c. 1200 km while T consistent north winds allow chem to sail upstream 

(Figure 1 ). 1 In the context of Egypt's long history, chis idea is of 

course an exaggeration because navigability on the Nile can be 

influenced by a number of factors, including time of year, 

location on the Nile, changes in climate, and technological 
innovations. Even so, the idea of a constant stream of boats 

sailing up and floating down the Nile throughout Egypt's history 

is so ingrained in the field of Egyptology chat it is difficult to 

imagine a time when boats did not sail on it. However, before 

Egyptians outfitted their vessels with sails traveling upstream was 

difficult and time consuming. Not only could sailboats carry 

larger and heavier cargos up and down the Nile but also armies, 

supplies, and reinforcements. Thus, the appearance of the sail in 

Egypt greatly influences not only our interpretations on the 

development of trade along the Nile and on the Mediterranean 

and Red Seas but also our interpretations on the development of 

the Egyptian state. A review of iconography and trade goods and 

their distribution from the Neolithic through the Naqada Ile 

Period suggests sailboats were first used to carry heavy cargos 

during the latter period. The term "sailboat" can have different 

meanings, depending on period and context. In chis paper, the 

term "sailboat" is used in its most basic meaning as any vessel 

outfitted with a sail. 

EARLIEST EVIDENCE OF SAILBOATS 

Two different opinions have been proposed as to when the 

sail first appeared in Egypt. The traditional view is chat it was 

either invented or borrowed at roughly the same time as the first 

depictions of sailboats. The most firmly dated example of a 

sailboat is painted on a pot chat the British Museum broadly 

dates to the Naqada II Period (c. 3500-3200 BCE) (Figure 2),2 

but ocher sources dace it lacer co the second half of chis period 

(Naqada Ilc/d Period).3 Two ocher possible depictions of boats 

outfitted with sails on pots are also dated to the Naqada Ilc/d 

Period,4 while a graffito depicting a sickle-shaped sailboat has also 

been recorded (Figure 3).5 This type of craft appears to have been 

used only during the Naqada II Period, and chis hull shape may 

indicate a change from papyrus to wood in Egyptian boat 
conscruccion.6 Since no evidence exists for a sail prior to the 

Naqada II Period, these data suggest sailboats first appeared 

sometime in the Naqada II Period and were definitely sailing on 

the Nile during the Naqada Ilc/d Period. A vessel under sail is 

depicted on the Quscul incense burner, but since the comb from 

which it came (L 24) daces no earlier than the Naqada III Period 

and probably to the First Dynascy,7 a span of time when sailboats 

were common, chis depiction has no relevance to the discussion. 

A second theory is chat Egyptians outfitted their vessels with 

sails considerably earlier. Kenneth Kitchen believes they sailed on 

the Red Sea as early as the fifth millennium BCE.8 Based on his 

interpretation, Cheryl Ward proposed chat it was probable chat 

Egyptians were carrying disassembled ships to the Red Sea by c. 

3500 BCE.9 Boch theories have been recently challenged. 10 The 

evidence for Egyptian ships making such long voyages so early is 

based on indirect evidence. Kitchen proposed chat the discovery 

of sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) in Oman at the fifth or early 

fourth millennium BCE is evidence of long-distance trade 

because sorghum is believed to be indigenous to Africa, 
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suggesting seafarers carried it co Oman. Furthermore, he seated 

chat "[i]n mm, one may extend this principle co e:trliesc 

explorations along the west coast of the Red Sea."11 This 

interpretation is no longer supported by the evidence because 

these plants are now believed to have been Setaria sp., a common 

grass found throughout Oman. 12 
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Ward, however, argued that the appearance of obsidian at 

Upper E1:,'}'ptian sites c. 4000 RC:E from sources in Ethiopia or 

southwest Arabia13 and Red Sea shells, which have been found on 

m,my Neolithic and Predynastic sites, supports an early d,ite for 

sc:afai·ing.14 In n:gards tu obsidian, the evidence indicates that it 

probably came from Ethiopian sources because inhabitants of 

contemporary sites along the west coast of Y emc:n i rnported it 

from Ethiopia.15 It is therefore probable that obsidian in Upper 

Eb'YPt came from the same Ethiopian sources and was traded 

along the Nile. 

Yet, if Ethiopian vessels were transporting obsidian to sites 

in Yemen, they may also have been sailing up the Red Sea, 

bringing obsidian directly co Fgypc. According co Kitchen, a 

possible parallel r<.ll" an eady Red Sea sailboat is depicted on an 

Eighteenth Dynasty tomb relief, portraying what appears to be a 

sailed lc:ather raft from the land of Punt (Fi!:,'lHe 4). The 

construction of such a vessel would be technically feasible during 

the Neolithic Period,16 raising the possibility that Puntites 

introduced the sail to Egypt. Two flaws exist with this line of 

reasoning. First, there is a tendency among schobrs ro assume 

that when evidence of sea travel exists, especially when based 

solely on evidence of long-distance trade, seagoing vessels were 

outfitted with sails, as in this case. 1" A n:vic:w of more: recent data 

suggests that this is not necessarily so. Sea trials with papyrus rafts 

in the Aegean sho,v that they could travel from Athens to the 

island of Mdos, c. 159 km, without sails. Ir is proposed that 

similar craft wn<: used during Mesolithic and Nc:olithic Ptriods 

(before c. 3800 BCE) to acquire obsidian.1R Considering the 

distance between Ethiopia and Yemen is c. 30 km, their obsidian 

trade did not require sailed vessels, and even Kitchen agrees that 

indirect trade via land routes also existed between Egypt and 

Punt at this time. 19 As such, the evidence suggests trade between 

thc:se two lands was indirect and took place along the Nile 

River.20 

figure 2: An Egyptian sailboat painted on a pot, probably 
Naqada He Period, after William Flinders Petric, 

Prehistoric F,gypt {London: British School of Archaeology 

in Egypt, 1920), pl. XXIII.3. 

F igurc 3: Graffito of sickle-shaped sailboat. after C:crvicck, fig. 1 56. 

N LOl.l'rHIC TRi\L)lc 

A review ofrrade goods frnmd in Egypt during the Neolithic 

Pniod, including Red Sea shells and obsidian, is consistent with a 

long-distance indirect-trade nerwork thar was not dependent on 

any sailed vessels, eithc:1· 1·iverinc: or seagoing. For example, Late: 

Neolithic sites (c. 5100- 4700 BCE) in the \v'cmrn Desert have 

produced a large number of trade items. At Gebel R.amlah, Red 

Sea shells, beakers with complex desigm, sheets of mica, knives of 

beige flint, rectangular and oval hard-stone palettes, beads and lip 

plugs of carnelian :md turquoise were found. These items :md 

others "indicated far-reaching comacts ·with the Eastern Deserc, 

and the Red Sea," while other grave goods, such as "mortars and 

pestles of hard stone, pottery wich rocker scamp dtcoration, 

crescent-shaped lithics and mica slabs point co connccrions with 

the for soud,.''21 Items from tht Red Sea must have come via long

distance trade because Gebel Ramlah is c. 500 km from the Red 

Sea (f-igurc 1 ), and "ic is likely that the people themselves 
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remained in the desert all year round."22 Similar items were found 

in a Tasian gr,tve in che Eastern Desert, dating co c. 4940-4455 
BCE.23 These include Red Se,1 shells, malachite, red ochre, 

fragments of mica slabs, and beige flint.21 

At Badarian sites (c. 4500-4000 BCE) a similar pattern 

exists. It has been proposed that turquoise, stcatitc, and copper 
were imported possibly from the Sinai or farther ease. Moreover, 

Badarians traded for the same goods from the Eastern Desert as 
previously cited, especially Red Sea shells, but on a larger scale. 

Ivory and porphyry may also have come from Nubia while a 

possible loop-handled Palestinian jar was found at Badari,21 and 

small amounts of cedar ( Ceclms sp.) have been reported.26 

Figure 4: Punt sailboat, after Shelley Wachsmann, 

Seagoing Ships & Seamanship in the Bronze Age 

Levant (College Station, Texas: Texas A&M 

University l'rcss, 1998), fig. 2.44. 

In Lower Egypt evidence of a trade network also exists. For 

example, at che Neolithic Faiyum or Faiyum A (late sixth and 
early fifth millennium BCE) seashells from hoch che 

Mediterranean and Red Seas and a shark's tooth were found, 

while cosmetic palettes of Nubian dioritc came from the south 
and beads of green feldspar possibly came from the Eastern 

Desert. One turquoise pebble was recovered, which probably 

came from the Sinai.27 Some features exhibited in che loGJ lithic 

industry arc reminiscent of that at the Kharga Oasis (Fii,'llrc 1).28 

The previously described items from all these sites arc small and 

easily transportable, and they are consistent with a well
developed indirect-trade network throughout Egypt ch,tt did not 

require sailed vessels co transport goods. These goods could in 

fact have easily been traded via land routes. The only required 
transport over water was across the Nile for goods traded along 

routes between the Red Sea and Western Desert. Finally, as no 
evidence exists for p,tck anim,Js, ,l number of middlemen muse 

have existed in chis network. 

PREDYNASTIC TRADE IlEFORE THE NAQADA !IC PERIOD -

LOWER AND UPPER EGYPT 

Even though Predynascic societies dating before the Naqada 
Ile Period are wealthier and more complex than earlier cultures, 

the earlier trade pattern does not appear co have radically 
changed. The primary difference is a greater volume of goods 

being traded. Lower Egyptian trade is best illustrated at the site of 

Maadi. From the southern Levant, the Maadians imported basalt 
vessels and rings, copper, large flint nodules, "Canaanite bhdes," 

hrge circular scrapers, pigments, resins, oils, cedar, and asphalt. "9 

Of all trade goods, copper appears to be the main import, 

coinciding with an expansion of copper working in Upper Egypt. 
Near Eastern traders may have been living at Maadi because four 

subterranean structures similar to those at Beersheba were found 
along with w,1vy-handled poccery,3n but it is not clear whether 

these pots are imports or were made on site. In return, exports co 

chc southern Levant appear to include a few pieces of Lower 
Egyptian black ware, along with flint, Nile catfish pectoral fin 

spikes, and Nile shells.31 Furthermore, possible Upper Egyptian 

goods found at sites in the southern Levant include scone mace 

heads and gold."2 These goods arc believed to have been 

transported using donkeys via a land route through the Sinai." 

Caravans would allow merchants co carry a greater volume of 
small high-value goods over longer distances. In regards co 

M,1,1dian m1de with Upper Egypt, M,tadians imported rhomhic 

palettes and mace heads ca1ved from hard stones, flsh-cailcd flint 
knives, and ivory combs, as well as raw materials such as ivory and 

hard scones, and a few fine black-copped vessels. Imperfect local 
copies of black-copped vessels were relatively common, suggesting 

a high demand, and Maadians also borrowed Upper E1,ry-ptian 

motifs to decorate their pottery. In return, they exported basalt 

vessels, ceramic styles, and copper.1
' Considering che popularity 

of Upper Egyptian pottery, if boats were used to move goods 

down the Nile, large quantities of pottery could have been 
rclacivcly easy to transport, and if so, larger quantities of pottery 

would have been found at Maadi. Instead, the increase in trade of 

small, easily transported items suggests that trade goods were 

transported primarily by donkey. This observation finds support 
with Bcfacrix Midanc-Reynes, who points out th,tt what is most 

surprising is th,tc «contacts between Upper and Lower Egypt 

were not more intense (considering the incomparable nature of 
the Nile as a communication route) and that they were expressed 

mainly in imitations rather than actual imports and exports."35 

The only proposed explanation is that some unknown cultural 

group inhabited the c. 250 km between chem and acted as a 

buffer, even though no evidence for such a population has been 
found.;;; 

NUBIAN TRADE \VffH UPPER EGYPT 

Trade between Upper Egypt and Nubia is more difficult to 
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discern. The Nubian A-Group culture is divided into three 
phases: Early, Middle [Classical], and Lue [Terminal]. Ktrly sires 

may have extended south from the First Cataract to Dakka
Sayala (Figure 1 ). Two ocher incerprecacions, however, have been 

proposed. First, A-Group sites closest to the First Cataract are a 
regional variation of che Naqada culture and "crue" A-Group 
sites arc located farther southY The second is that Naqada 
sctclcments were established south of the First Cataract while 
some Nubian sites were north of it. Thus, a definite border did 
noc exisc.3

~ The dace of chis culture's appearance is also in doubt. 
le may have first appeared ac roughly the beginning of che 

Naqada I Period (c. 3500-3200 BCE),39 coinciding with the 

appearance of Ethiopian obsidian in Upper Egypt. The earliest 
evidence for Egyptian influence among the Early A-Group 
culture, however, dates later, to the Naqada le Pcriod_io 

What we know of the Early A-Group comes primarily from 
burials. Arcifaccs from them include "red-polished, black copped 
pottery, fine bifacial flint cools, stone bowls, di,tmond-sh,tped 
schist palettes and conical mace heads. »ii These goods may 
indicate trade with Egypt, but "some features on pottery may 

have derived from local culture as well as being influenced from 
Egypc."42 Since ic is difflculc co differenciace E,trly A-Group sires 
from N aqada sites in chis region, however, it is difficult co 
differentiate whether Naqada artifacts found in Nubia were 
locally made or imports. 

Regardless, as the Naqada culture becomes wealthier so coo 
does the A-Group culture. Some goods were probably produced 
by the A-Group people, but they also appear to have been 
middlemen, trading finished goods from the Naqada people to 

the north for raw materials and exotic goods, such as ivory, 
incense, vegetable oils, skins of wild cats, ebony or African 
blackwood (Dalbergia melmoxylon),4; and obsidian from the 

south. Transporting goods from Egypt to Nubia did not require 
sailboats. Considering the types and volumes of goods being 
traded from the southern Levant to Nubia, all could have been 
transported by caravans of donkeys. No evidence exists to suggest 
goods were shipped on the Nile, neither during the Neolithic 
Period nor che Predyn,tscic Period prior to the N,tqada Ile Period. 

THE NAQADA Ile PERIOD 

Major changes arc evident throughout E1:,1ypt during the 
Naqada Ile Period. Maadi disappears, and sites with Naqada 

cultural traits appear in the Faiyum region, such as Gerzeh. 
Etrcher north in the Delea sites such as Minshat Abu Omar begin 
co exhibit these traits later in the N aqada IIdl Period. This 
cultural change is so significant chat it is commonly referred co as 
a Naqada expansion. 

In Upper Egypt the location of secclements begins to shift 
from the low desert to the Nile floodplain, which is completed by 
chc Naqada IId. Abydos is chc only exception probably because it 
was a sacred site.'H Diana Patch proposes that increased dryness 

may have caused this shift, whereas Midam-Reynes suggests trade 
may have been an influence because the Nile was "the favored 

axis for trade. "45 

Evidence of foreign trade and influence also incre,tses. 

\'7 avy-handlcd pottery is imported probably as transport 
containers for wine and possibly vegetable oils, and the wavy 
handles were copied on Upper Egyptian pottery.46 Moreover, 
Upper Egyptians appear co have imported Mesopotami,tn 
containers and copied some features. These containers may 
include cubular-spoutcd, trian1:,11.ilar-lugged, loop-handled, and 
footed containers.i7 In regards to raw materials, lapis lazuli from 
Afghanistan becomes common at some sices48 and probably came 
via Mesopornmian colonies in northern Syri,t.49 Silver and lead 

may have been imported from chis same rcgion.50 Obsidian found 
at Lower Egyptian sites is consistent with deposits from Anatolia, 
while obsidian from Upper Egypt still comes from Ethiopia. 51 

Finally, Mesopotamian or Mesopotamian-style cylinder seals first 
appear, and a number of Mesopotamian motifs are adopced.52 

During the N,tqada Ile Period, tr,tde between Naqada sites 

and Early A-Group sites intensifies. According co Scan 
Hendrickx, A-Group cemeteries show a strong Egyptian 

influence,50 while Izumi Takamiya proposes that bulk cargos of 
beer, wine, oil, cheese, cereals, and honey were imported in 
pottery containers to sites such as Khor Daud, a trade center in 
Lower Nubia (Fi1:,'llrc 1). Differentiating imported and locally 
made pottery is still difficult, with one exception. Some 
containers were made with marl clay, ,md che closest deposits of 

chis clay ,tre c. 40 km north of che First Cataracc.54 We therefore 

have the e,trliesc definitive evidence of imported pottery 
containers, as well as the earliest indicators of pottery containers 
being used as transport containers for bulk cargos. If these same 

goods were imported using donkeys, leather bags would perform 
che same function and gre,tdy reduce weight, allowing more cargo 
co be transported per donkey. In contrast, pottery containers arc 
better suited as a transport container on boats, as they arc easier 
to stow and stack than leather bags, especially when transporting 
liquids, while keeping other goods, like grains, dry. Finally, chis 

intensification is further suggested by the establishment of a 
N aqada settlement on Elcphantinc.55 

It seems unlikely that it is a coincidence that this N aqada 
expansion coincides with the relocation of Naqada sctdcments 
closer to the Nile, the appearance of an unprecedented number of 
foreign imports and influences in Upper Egypt, ,tnd ,tn 
incensiflcacion of trade with A-Group sites, especially the 
transport of bulk cargos in pottery containers. These shipments 
of bulk goods to Nubia appear to coincide with bulk imports into 
Upper Egypt of wine and possibly oils in wavy-handled 
containers from Lower Egypt. All roughly coincide with che 
appearance of sailed vessels in E1:,1yptian iconography. As 
previously mentioned, it has been proposed chat an unknown 
cultural group acted as a buffer between Upper and Lower Egypt 
before the Naqada Ile Period, but instead of a cultural buffer, for 
which no evidence h,ts been found, there m,ty h,tve been a 

technological barrier. Sailed craft could carry larger cargoes over 
longer distances, allowing for direct trade between Upper and 
Lower Egypt as well as between Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia. 
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If so, it is at chis time chat che Nile becomes "che favored axis for 

trade." 

THE OEVEL0PJ'vlENT Or THE EGYP"J'JA.c'\/ S"JA'l'E 

The first s,tiled vessels would also have influenced the 

development of che Egyptian state. In general, two competing 

theories have been proposed to explain che Naqada expansion. 

Both agree that no evidence exists to suggest there was an excess 
population in Upper Egypt influencing chis expansion, and 

instead, ,t desire co control trade was the primary influence. A 

cooperation theory proposes that by the Naqada Ik Period three 
proto-scaces existed in Upper Egypt and were ruled by Abydos, 

Naqada, and Hierakonpolis (Figure 5). These proto-states 

formed either alliances or a confederation, then invaded and 
conquered the north.% 

Barry Kemp has proposed a second model based on game 

theory wherein a polity cakes chances on trade, technology, or 

even warfare to gain an advantage over other polities. Sometimes 
a change produces a g,tin and sometimes a loss. Bad decisions or 

unexpected consequences can affect the game, which can 

continue for generations until one policy gaim an 
insurmountable advantage over all others, leaving only one. 

lnsce,td of alliances or confederations, che three Upper Egyptian 
proto-scaces or statelecs or paramount chiefdoms were in 

competition wich each other while a similar situation was taking 

place in Lower Egypt. Eventually only one policy in each region 

existed, leading to a war between them, and eventually the 
southern policy conquered che northern policy.57 Bard, however, 

points out that there is no evidence for such a unified polity in 
Lower Ei,,ypt.5R 

/· .. 
Elepha~t-i"iie 

Figure S: Three hypothesized proto-kingdoms in Upper 
Egypt, after Barry Kemp, Ancient Egypt: Anatomy of a 

Civilization {New York: Routledge, 1991), 32 fig. 8. 

There are, however, obstacles co any theory dependent on ,m 

invasion to explain the N aqada expansion. A basic tenet of 

military strategy is never co overextend supply lines. As previously 

noted, Upper and Lower Egyptian sites were separated by c 250 

km. It seems unlikely ch,tt caravans of donkeys could transport 

che volume of supplies needed co support an invading army in a 

timely manner, and, if used, slow moving caravans would require 
a significant force to defend them over very long distances. 

Moving men and materiel down the Nile in boats without sails 
would be possible and easier to defend than caravans, but there 

would be no practical way to return such large craft upstream, 

especially over such a lung distance. Furchcrmure, co support an 

army a large number of boats would be needed. Even if an army 
and su pporc m,tterials could be successfully transported into 

Lower Egypt without sailed craft, m,tintaining timely contact 

between an army on che move and Upper Egypt, especially in 
such a large region, would be difficult if not impossible, as would 

the timely resupply and reinforcement of a moving army. Under 

these circumstances, supply lines for any invasion would be 
overextended ,tt the outset. 

In contrast, sailbo,tts could move large numbers of men and 

materiel as well as the means to resupply them over lung 
distances. In addition, sailed craft would be the easiest to defend 

due to their greater speed and maneuverability. Even with 
sailboats, however, such ,m undertaking would require 

considerable logistical capabilities. le has been pointed out chat 

mounting an expedition co transport a ship across c. 150 km of 

desert tu the Red Sea would require «impressive logistics as well as 

a highly organized state bureaucracy,"59 for which no evidence 
exists before the First Dyrntscy.60 Mounting and supporting ,lll 

invasion over a minimum distance of c. 250 km even with 

sailboats would require a similar level of logistical cap,tbilicy for 

which nu evidence exists at chis time. In effect, there is a tendency 

co underestimate che difflculties of invading and conquering 

Lower Egypt. 
Further drawbacks to any invasion theory are chat Lower 

Egyptian sites lack destruction layers.61 Furthermore, to conquer, 
hold, and colonize such a large area would require boch a large 

army and an excess population in the south co colonize this 
region, but, as previously mentioned, no evidence exists for excess 

populations in Upper Egypt at this time. E. Christiana Kohler 
argues thH the archaeological data from some sites, such as 
Minshac Abu Omar, suggest no N,tqada exp,msion cook place, 

and instead these data arc consistent with a slower cultural 

transition.62 While this interpretation is supported by evidence 
from some sites, at others, such as Gerzeh, changes were too rapid 

co fit chis model.6 ' Recently K,tchryn Bard has proposed ch,tc this 

expansion was smaller and more gradual. Traders moved north, 

followed by colonises, and eventually some degree of warfare 

unified Egypt.64 An advantage to this theory is chat colonies along 
che Nile would be easier co resupply and support, hue co do so 

without sailed cr,tfc seems unlilcely considering che distance 

between these sites and Upper E1:,rypc. 
A modified competition theory presented here is also 

consistent with the previously stated evidence for a Naqada 

expansion. In the Naqad,i I Period the same three chiefdoms 
existed as noted above. The N aqada chiefdom was dominant 

because it controlled raw materials passing through the \Vadi 
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Hamm,unac. The e,trliesc shift in power m,ty have started as etrly 

as the Naqad,t le Period with trade between the Hierkonpolis 

chiefdom and the A-Group culture. In addition to trade, the A
Group culture may have provided troops. The recruitment of 

mercenaries by Egyptian kings has been cited as a possible source 
of Nubi,m wealth during the Late A-Group Period.65 If so, chis 

practice may have started earlier, giving an additional advantage 

to the southern policy. To offset these advantages the northern 

policy increased trade with Lower Egyptian sites, such as Maadi, 
but che volume of trade would he limited by a lack of sailboats 

and was conducted via land routes. Thus, before the N aqada He 
Period Hicralrnnpolis had an advantage due to their dose 
proximity co Lower Nubia. The establishment of a Naqada 

settlement on Elephantine may also suggest an attempt at greater 

control of trade with Nubia by the southern policy or even a 
southern expansion of its borders, coinciding with a northern 

expansion. 

Even with the introduction of the sail, che northern 
paramount chiefdom or proco-scace or statelet would be in a 

tenuous situation. Due co population constraints, small groups as 
suggested by Bard were sent to che north to establish small but 

well-armed secclcmencs only along the Nile, and they either 

gradually assimilated or conquered surrounding populations, 

depending on the reaction of a local population. These 
secclemencs were established to control trade along che Nile, as 

previously proposed. In addition, Naqada sites traded for bulk 
supplies of food from surrounding Lower Egyptian sires, which 

would be shipped upriver, freeing men in Upper Egypt to fight 

instead of farm, and northern sites could have been used as 
recruitment centers. Over time, these Naqada secclemencs would 

gradually move north along the Nile. Since these arc fixed sites, it 

would be easier to resupply and support them by using sailboats 
as a constant and timely link with Upper Egypt. Once these 
settlements controlled the Nile and were self-sufficient, a 

westward expansion could cake place. Such a strategy would be 
possible because no evidence exists for a unified polity in chc 

north co oppose chem, eliminating the need of a large invasion 

force. 
A lack of damage to settlements would be understandable 

because many if not most may have been ,tssimilaced instead of 

conquered, and, for chose chat were conquered, preserving people 

and sccclcmcncs, as well as chc produces chcy produced, was a 

primary objective. Taking land wichouc people to populace it 

would have no value co a conqueror beyond initial spoils. Bardes 
chus cook place away from secclemencs. This strategy would also 

be consistent for a modified cooperation model as proposed by 

Bard. 
It has been proposed chat an alliance between northern and 

southern proco-scaces led co che demise of the central proco
scace.66 Another possibility is char che northern policy made an 

alliance with the central policy against chc south. A buffer scare 

would give the northern polity more time co develop resources in 

Lower Egypt. Such an alliance would also explain why imported 
Near Eastern items are significantly rarer south of Armant,67 

which is netr the proposed southern border of the central polity 

(Figure S). The Naqad,t expansion would therefore h,tve been an 

event peripheral to a power struggle taking place in Upper Eb'YPt. 
Once the northern polity had consolidated its position in Lower 

Egypt along the Nile, the central polity became expendable and 

was assimilated or conquered. 
Boch cooperation and game chcmy models based on 

establishing small settlements along the Nile have merits. Both, 

however, require the use of sailboats co establish, resupply, and 

support them, especially over a minimum distance of c. 250 km. 

A lack of sailbmtts would lead co another drawback. Without 

chem Upper Egyptian sites would h,tve no real method of 

controlling their Lower Egyptian colonies due to che 
considerable distance between chem. Instead of an Upper 

Egyptian polity spreading its influence into Lower Egypt, it could 

inadvertently establish an independent competing political entity 
chat controlled the flow of goods between the Mediterranean and 

Upper Egypt. Sailboats would ,Jlow a greater degree of direct 

control. If so, sailboats must be a requirement for any theory 
explaining a Naqada expansion. 

SLAFARING 01': THE RED SLA AND THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THL 

LA'LL A-GROCP CUU'CRE 

Finally, ,ts previously mentioned, it is unlil,ely Egypci,ms 

were sailing on the Red Sea prior to Early Dynastic times due co 
logistical and organizational constraints. Large-scale mining 

operations in the Eastern Desert begin at roughly the same time 
as evidence for moving ships across chis desert, and these two 

undertakings may have been logistically integrated, explaining 

why mining expedition leaders had naval cicles.6~ Training of 

seafaring sailors is also an important consideration. The Nile has 
been described ,ts a gen de body of w,uer, and consequencly s,tilors 

working on it would lack the training necessary to sail on the 

open seas.69 On the Mediterranean Sea storms can suddenly 

appear, but during the sailing season they are rare while winds 

and currents move in a consistent counter-clockwise direction in 

the eastern Mediterranean. rf a ship was seriously damaged 
during ,t voyage, harbors existed ,JI ,Jong the Lev,mc where even 

large-scale rep,tirs could be made. In contrast, the Red Se,t has 

more numerous and extensive coral reefs than any ocher sea. 
Seafarers also had to contend with "notorious" winds, gales, and 

sand storms, which sometimes struck while sailing in brown seas 
char hid reefa from view. These conditions have been described as 

"treachcrous."70 Moreover, no known established harbors existed 

to obtain assistance or to carry out repairs while sailing on the 
Red Sea. Before sailing on the treacherous waters of the Red Sea, 

Egyptian seafarers probably became proficient sailors on the 
Medicerrane,m.71 

If voyages to Punt via the Red Sea began in Early Dynastic 

times, they roughly coincide with the disappearance of the Late 

A-Group culture. This sudden disappearance is a mystery. The 
most common explanation is that Egypt launched a military 

invasion to control crade,n hue no evidence exists of significant 
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trade through this region after the disappearnnce of the A-Group. 
The A-Group culture flourished because it was an effective trade 

center between E!:,'YPt and groups as far south as Punt. By 
destroying it, the acquisition of exotic goods would be less 
efficient, reducing Egyptian access to them at a time when 
demand was increasing. Considering the value of these goods, the 
Late A-Group people could have relocated farther south into 
Upper Nubia, like Kerma during the Middle Kingdom (Figure 
I). By doing so they would have been out of reach of the Egyptian 
army while still controlling the flow of exotic goods. Ir has also 
heen proposed that Egypt s,tw the Late A-Group as a threat to its 
southern bordcr.7:\ 

Bruce Trigger proposed Egyptians circumvented A-Group 
settlements, leading to the latter's weakening, followed by 
military raids.74 A means of circumventing the A-Group culture 
would he s,tiling on the Red Se,L The fact that the ancient 
Egyptians chose to transport ships across the Eastern Desert to 

the Red Sea for direct trade with Punt, a process requiring a large 
expenditure of resources and men (minimum of c. 3,000),75 as 

well as complex logistical support, instead of relying on a well

established trade route via the Nile, suggests that trade along the 
Nile could not deliver the required volume of goods or that 
numerous middlemen made goods prohibitively expensive or 
both. As previously mentioned, an advantage to sailboats is their 
ability to carry large and heavy quantities of goods over long 
distances. 

Evidence of this advantage comes from the Palermo Stone, 
which states that in a single sailing season, Y car 13 of his reign, 
Sahure imported "80,000 measures of myrrh, l6,000] - of 

electrum, 2,600 l - ] staves l - -] ."76 This appears to have been 
only a part of the cargo. A recently discovered relief depicting 
Sahure's ships returning from Punt also portrays imports of 
monkeys, baboons, dogs, incense trees, and even families.77 A 
consequence of chis direct trade, either unexpected or planned, is 
chat both Puntites and Egyptians would get more value in a direct 

exchange of goods, leading to a shift in the flow of goods away 
from the Nile to che cast coast of Africa. This realignment would 
remove a need for a middleman, malcing the A-Group people 
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